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In this book, Helen Walker Homan has captured all the excitement and beauty of the lives of Fransis

and Clare of Assisi, and their centuries-long influence on the whole world through their radical living

of the Gospel and founding of two great religious orders.
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Although the writing style of the Vision Book Series tends to be rather antiquated, the presentation

of the saints as real human beings makes it easier for kids to see that everyone was born with the

possibility of sainthood. This book in particular, with the demonstration of the truly human

relationships of Francis and Clare with other people as well as between the themselves, seems to

make it easier for children (and adults) to be able to identify with saints and the path toward

sainthood. It's well written and readable for school age children, and can capture the mind and

imagination of younger children when read aloud. It's a great book for family read-aloud times.

Good biography for young children.

Just what I wanted for a 9 year old. Thank you!

I have all the vision books and my children love them!



I read this book as a child and loved it.I am pleasantly surprised to see it still in print."Francis and

Clare, Saints of Assisi" is immensely readable and entertaining enough for an elementary school

reader.Helen Walker Homan provides a nice introduction to two quite human saints: a nice Catholic

primer in the development of faith.

Very good light spiritual reading for adults, or very suitable for children. Good inspiring story life

story of two great saints.

My Catholic school educated grandsons absolutely loved this book.

The reading level of this book is challenging enough for my 10 year old son, and enjoyable for us to

read aloud together. This book brings to life the story about St. Francis, and made us feel like we

knew him personally. It showed my son that saints had real lives, they were children who played just

like kids do now, and they chose to serve God. My son and I both enjoyed reading this book.
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